
Modern lecterns 
 

Urbann Products inc.

Y5 lectern - Whisky

Modernize your image and enjoy  
Modernize your presentation space with the elegant Y5 Lectern. 
The podium stand has a slim design that highlights the speaker 
and creates a sense of authority. A whisky color stained wood 
panel at the front adds a touch of warmth to the design, while 
the aluminum base and top provide impressive strength and 
stability. The portable lectern has an interior shelf that makes it 
easy to keep a pointer or drink on hand during your speech.

This is a perfect podium for giving conferences, public 
presentations or speaches. Simple to use, lots of nice options.
(Assembly required). 

“...the lecterns we’ve ordered 
from Urbann have proven to be 
reliable, study, and professional 

looking. The customer service is 
also exceptional, which is another 
reason we’ve ordered from them 

multiple times.” 

Chad Lewis, Seattle

Y5 Natural Y5 Whisky Y5 Mahogany
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Y5 lectern - Whisky
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610 mm (24”)  

510 mm (20”)

Y5 Whisky wheels version 
(tilt-back wheels system)

Ships flat in 2 
boxes

2 trees planted 
per lectern

Assembly 
Instructions 
included

Assembly tools 
included

Assembles in 45 
minutes

Difficulty level of 
assembly: Easy

2
Exclusive!

17 kg
37 lbs

64
configurations

Number of different configurations 
allowed by the available colors
and other options
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Grommet
The opening in the base allows access to a 
floor hatch.

Functionality

Y5 lectern - Whisky

Efficiency & Great Comfort: Perfect 
Ergonomics
Standard height, fits man and woman, tall and 
small. The speakers will enjoy the comfort 
of well-designed lecterns, feel in control and 
deliver their messages with more efficiency. 

Book Stopper
Large book/pencil stopper.

Logo placement
The front panel can easily display a logo.

Interior Shelf
Put away your notes or have a bottle of water 
at hand.

Award-Winning Modern Design
A lectern is at the center of any event. You need to have one 
that stands out. Urbann is the only award-winning firm to 
design and manufacture lecterns.

Timeless, modern, elegant lines and proportions avoiding the 
large and massive wooden box look and feel. 

Exclusive!

Materials
Tough 5 mm (3/16”) thick aluminum plate. 
Powder coated painted aluminum.
Fine furniture quality plywood 9 mm (5/8”) 
with lacquered finish on all sides.
Stainless steel bolts and nuts. 
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Wheels version
This lectern has a version with wheels to move the 
lectern around using our tilt-back wheels system.

Dolly (H1)
Drop the no-wheels version of this lectern on this 
dolly and easily move your podium from one room to 
another.

Tilt-back wheels (H5)
Replace your lectern’s base plate with a tilt-back 
system and transform your lectern into the wheels 
version.

Dust cover (F1)
Protect your lectern from dust and most scratches.

Simple options and clean design to set you free

Add options to your lectern

Solutions for Logos Solutions for moving

Solutions for protection

My logo

Removable logo plate (P5)
This model accepts an optional removable logo 
plate letting you switch from different logos in a 
snap. Accepts magnets 

Logo production (A)
We can produce a computer printed color logo, cut 
to the shape. This optional self-adhesive sticker is 
available for this model.


